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Spring Sale Results
By Beryl Snyder

The 2014 Spring Sale was held
on May 2, 3 and 4 at Shadelands
and Civic Park. Overall sales
were lower than in past years;
however, the energy from everyone who helped with set-up,
sales and cashiering was typically
high. Thanks to everyone who
participated, and a special thanks
to Bette Sindzinski, whom we
turned to frequently with questions
and advice.
• Set-up Chair: Linda Merrill
• Clean-up Chair: Karen
Thapa
• Cashier Chairs: Zoe Carpen
ter, Kimble Aureguy
• Database: Robert Shelton,
Gary Guglielmino
• Food: Ana Barreto
• Display Chairs: Mary Leigh
Miller, Jackie Gerry
• Signage and all around chair:
Rob Savre
continued on page 3

A true sign of intelligence is not knowledge,
but imagination.
Albert Einstein

Updates from Roger Yee’s Class
By Kate Chanok

Firings are in full swing at the studio these days, thanks to Roger Yee’s
energy --- and the installation of the new kilns! There are several exciting
updates:
1. Jim Newton made test tile tags for each glaze bucket! Check them out —
they are tied to the handles of each five-gallon glaze bucket.
2. The firings are reducing
well. For those who are unhappy with the Oribe Green
in reduction, which is slightly rosy, apply a light mist of
chrome green (pint containers in box on top shelf above
the glaze table), which will
maintain the green color.
3.The two new kilns have arrived and Roger cured them over a two-day period. That consisted of holding them at 800-1,000 degrees in order to cure the cement and brick (to
get out any moisture). These new kilns are a bit smaller and more energy
efficient. Roger says that they can be described as, “Like me – short and
stocky!” He expects that they will have a slightly shorter firing time. The
next goal is to get a new electric kiln so that we can do more specialty oxidation firings.
4. There are now chalkboards on both the office and kiln room doors – look
there for updates from Roger.
5. We have a new clay, Death Valley Red, and Roger is testing a smooth
sculpture clay.
6. Recycled clay is now only $5 per bag! If anyone is interested in volunteering to recycle clay, Roger will gladly teach him or her. We currently
have more clay to recycle than we have person-power to process, so please
raise your hand if interested.
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New members of the Clay Community
by Kate Chenok

Most of the classes have several new students this session! They are just
now starting to see the fruits of their labor, as they have pieces that have
gone through bisque and glaze firings! Two who are in Roger Yee’s class
are Karen Kline and Ginger Sevilla.
Karen recently retired from the Lawrence Livermore Labs, where she was a proposal manager.
She has wanted to take clay classes for years – she
worked with clay in high school, but has never
worked on the wheel. She is taking both the Saturday morning class and the sculpture class. Karen
describes both as challenging and humbling, but
gratifying. She has enjoyed working with the different materials and seeing how they respond.
She appreciates the range of artistic and technical experience that both of
her instructors have, and appreciates the opportunity to participate in Open
Studio, where she finds fellow potters offer a wealth of advice as well.
Ginger, who works at PG&E during the week, is glad to be taking a class
for the first time. She has wanted to do this for a long time, and finally
has a schedule that accommodates the Saturday class and Sunday Open
Studio. She finds working with clay both challenging and wonderful. She
says, “There are days when it comes together and really makes it worth
it!” Her goal for next session is to get a consistent shape that is what she
sets out to make!

SUMMER CATALOG
ERROR P. 9
It lists summer Open Studio
hours as 4:00-7:00pm. Open
Studio hours have not changed.
They remain the same 30 hours
a week we have had consistently
for several years.

Editor ~ Ann Henderson
Layout Editor ~ Mary Miller
Please submit all articles to Ann
at <annadele@comcast.net>
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THE CAG OPEN
STUDIO HOURS

Mon....................4 - 7 pm
Tue .....................4 - 7 pm
Wed..................12 - 4 pm
Thur...................4 - 7 pm
Fri....................12 - 7 pm
Sat ...................12 - 6 pm
Sun.....................1 - 5 pm

Spring Sale Results Continued from page 1
Location

2014 Sales Summary
Artists

Civic Park

Shadelands Clay Art

Total Sales

Total Sales

27

6

CAG 25%

$4927.50

$1231.88

$7138.50

$1784.63

$2211.00

$552.75

• This year no CAG pots were included. In past years 25% of sales on average have been CAGpots.
• Total sales at Shadelands were $9765, of which $2211 came from CAG members.

• This year there was a turnover of almost all leadership positions. There was good turnover to the
new people who were very enthusiastic. That said, there were a few bumps that will be documented
for next time.

Lessons Learned

• The two men who’ve helped set-up and put away the sales displays were not available. With the
manual power provided by Florence and Bette’s presence, the set-up went smoothly. Put away was
an issue because a photo of the clay room arrangement was not taken.
• Some of the pedestals are broken, and most needed a fresh coat of paint.

• The database software used by Robert, Gary and on the CAG computer are different versions
and people used many different versions of excel to submit inventories, which created a significant
amount of extra work for Gary and Robert.
• There was a big Food and Wind event in Clayton the same weekend that was advertised heavily
on the radio and very well attended. Perhaps we can consider other forms of publicity in addition to
the articles in the newspapers.

• The current sales process is very labor and time intensive. There are probably opportunities to
streamline processes and perhaps other methods to sell (e.g. Etsy) that the membership could consider.
Description

# Entered

# Sold

% Sold

Baskets

4

1

25%

Total Pieces
Birdhouses
Bowls

Casseroles

Cups or Mugs

Dishes or Plates
Pit fired Pots
Pitchers
Platters

Raku fired pots
Salt fired pots
Sculptures
Teapots
Vases

Pots above $100
Pots under $10

794
13

141
9

57
84
12
10
9

57
41
7

22

147
30
40

238
9

47
3

18
34
0
5
3

12
9
3
2

28
4

13

3

30%
69%
33%
33%
32%
41%
0

50%
33%
21%
22%
43%
9%

19%
13%
33%

New Replacement
Kilns Have Arrived
By Terry Cullen

Two new gas kilns from Ceramic Services have replaced the
two large kilns purchased three
years ago from a local ceramic
supplier. Why did they need to
be replaced so soon? When the
old kilns were installed, it didn’t
take long to notice that the fire
bricks were not holding up. Pete
worked with the supplier on getting them repaired, but the repairs were not adequate and the
kilns continued to deteriorate.
Finally, after much haggling
with the supplier, the manufacturer was brought in to look at
them and decided to replace the
kilns instead of repairing them.
Ceramic Services is in Southern
California, so they were able to
build, deliver, and install the new
kilns themselves at no cost to the
city or the guild.
Roger is happy to report that installation of the new kilns went
very smoothly. The new kilns
are 25 cu. ft. each, a bit smaller
than the old ones, which were
too large to fit through the studio doors. In fact, to get the old
ones in and out, doors needed to
be removed. The new kilns are
a better fit for our space and the
slightly lower height will make
loading easier. The entire installation took less than two days.

Message from the Prez
Hello fellow potters,
What is it about clay? Maybe it gets absorbed
into our blood and then we are stuck in a vicious cycle. The cure is what poisoned us —
more clay on our hands, and clothes… and
face… and hair. And it is a natural thing, this
love for clay. I had a great occasion to talk to
a woman and her son who looked into the studio this weekend.
I was done throwing and decided to talk to them. The young man was four
years old, fascinated with the activity, and wanting so much to touch the
pieces drying nearby. Thankfully, a wise and kind potter brought some fresh
clay for him to feel, squeeze and enjoy. As I spoke to him and his mother,
she expressed a desire to come to a class. I went over the list of classes and
talked about some of the teachers. They stayed quite a long time, and she
was very grateful and left with a sense of the community that we have. That
few minutes may have encouraged another new addition to our group.
Taking the time to show off our studio is such an important part of what we
do. We are not a closed group, although at times it may seem so. It is hard
to stop what we are doing and take time with a visitor (or each other). It has
fallen on the monitors in most cases, and they are usually up to their elbows
in mud as well.
Chasing off a new student who happens to arrive at the wrong time to see if
their prized piece has come out of our wonderful firings, as rarely as it may
happen, is not us. Acceptance, education and welcoming are embodied in a
philosophy I try to show others.
When that stranger arrives at our door, peering in at a magical world we are
so lucky to be a part of, welcome them, show them around, spread the joy
of being a ceramic artist.

Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass;
it’s about learning to
dance in the rain.

First firing in the new kilns was
May 27.

Anonynous
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Terry Cullen, Our New Webmaster
by Gary Guglielmino

When you turn on your computer and access the in- porary hiatus from ceramics. Thankfully, he was willternet, CAG is there. Just type “Clay Arts Guild” and ing to continue the CAG webmaster, as we looked for
search Google, or Yahoo, or whatever search engine someone to take the reins from him.
you like. The very first item they return, out of the hundreds of thousands of choices from
Enter Terry Cullen, who has offered
around the world, will be our own
to take the job as the CAG webClay Arts Guild website, right here
master, letting John finally off the
in Walnut Creek, California.
hook. Thank you, John, for a job
well done! We truly appreciate your
If you “enter” the Clay Arts Guild
help. We do hope to see you at the
website (by just clicking on the CAG
studio—with your hands on clay intitle), you will see our CAG homestead of a laptop!
page, with photos of the studio, and
a whole bunch of information about
Terry, while relatively new to our stuour studio, classes, sales, and so
dio, is not a stranger to handicrafts.
on—easily accessible and helpful.
She started knitting at about age six,
and has been knitting all her life. She
The presence of our homepage on
used to have a business making and
the internet is not only helpful to our
selling her jewelry online, and deown CAG members, but also serves
signed her own “front and backend”
as a great introduction to potential students and people website for that purpose. (That means selling, shipping,
interested in purchasing our work at CAG sales. It also pictures, the whole deal.) When metal prices climbed
serves as excellent PR for Clay Arts, and Walnut Creek very high several years back, she stopped doing jewelCivic Arts Education as a whole.
ry, and got interested in weaving—currently she’s taking both weaving and ceramics classes through Walnut
So how does all that stuff about our studio get on the Creek Civic Arts.
internet? Obviously somebody must be putting it there!
That “somebody,” dear potters, is the Webmaster. This Several of her knitting friends encouraged her to try
person is like a librarian or perhaps a newspaper editor. ceramics, and Terry took her first ceramics class last
He or she decides how things should look, how best to summer with Lynne Meade, whom she really enjoyed.
display our information, and keep it up to date. Not ex- She then took Ann Henderson’s two day surface decoactly a once-a-year job; a lot of effort and time go into ration class, and has taken Ann’s weekday class sevcreating and maintaining a first-class website, requiring eral times since. She began with stoneware, using B
lots of computer knowledge and software experience. mix, and B mix with grog. She recently switched to
So not only do we need a responsible, dedicated person, porcelain because of its finished look, and has grown to
who is interested in CAG and ceramics (scads of those, like its plasticity. Her current goal is to throw a set of
no doubt), but we need someone who understands the dinnerware, in porcelain, by the end of the next semesprocess of doing all these things.
ter. She has seen Roger come onto the scene as Studio
Manager, and so far is really happy with his firing and
Now that I have given you the background on the Web- studio management.
master role, let me introduce John Harned, who has
been our own CAG webmaster for several years. John Terry has an interesting background. She grew up in
has been a potter for a long time, but recently got too Pennsylvania, and entered the Air Force while in her
busy to take classes; so he’s on what we hope is a tem- 20’s. She went around the world with the service, servContinued on page 8 …
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Pottery Studio Visit in Cuba
by Connie Parham

Chip and I recently took a People-To-People Exchange tour to Cuba with Go Next Travel and the University of
Arizona. The US Government licenses these tours for art, culture and educational purposes. We were, of course,
excited that one of the visits was a pottery studio in Trinidad, a city
located in the middle of Cuba, which
is celebrating its 500th anniversary. Trinidad is a charming city,
which still retains
its cobblestone streets. The El Alfarero Pottery Studio has been in
existence for over 150 years by the generations of the Santander
family, originating with Don Secundino Santander. Many pieces
of their pottery decorate the family restaurants and hotels in Cuba.
We met with one of the current generation, Daniel
Santander
Alcantara. Chip had
purchased the remaining used tools
from the CAG studio to give as a
gift to a fellow
potter.
Daniel was truly
happy
and
excited to receive these
tools. There
are many items that are considered
luxury items in Cuba, including toilet paper, soap, colored pencils, pepper etc. Pottery tools are definitely not available. He was so glad to receive this gift that he offered Chip
the pick of any piece of pottery in the studio. Since Chip never
expected this exchange but did not want to offend, he selected
a piece that we will always treasure as a memory of this visit.
Daniel
suggested that
Chip try their momentum wheel. A
momentum wheel is different from a kick wheel, because
speed is controlled by a pedal not by kicking the wheel. The
pedal has only one speed, super fast. It is difficult to lift the
clay into a cylinder. The high speed works well for centering,
but after using our guild wheels that slow down with a lighter
touch, the high speed pedal was a challenge. Chip was able to
throw an acceptable cylinder, however, and Daniel declared
that he was a good potter. Later Chip realized that if he just
tapped the pedal, he could probably have had somewhat more
control.
As the tour left, Chip showed Daniel and our very excellent
and knowledgeable local tour guide, Ari, a picture of one of
his pitchers. Ari threw her head back and laughed, “Sure, you
did that!”
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Scholarship Committee

Check This Out

By Betsy Kosky

By Aletha Biedermann-Weins

The Great minds think alike
collection is shelved directly in
front of the door on the two upper
shelves of the unlocked wooden
structure. This collection is composed of duplicates that Beryl
Snyder carefully culled from the
locked cases when she cleaned
the library. The checkout cards for
CAG members to sign are in the
checkout binder on the third shelf,
so that CAG members can check
these books out without having to
have a librarian unlock the cases
for them. Books include the 1993
The Complete Potter’s Companion
by Tony Birks, the 1966 Ceramics: A Potter’s Handbook by Glenn
C Nelson, and the 1967 The World
of Japanese Ceramics by Herbert
H Sanders. The newer books have
more colored pictures, formats that
match up the photos with the text
more neatly than the older books,
and more recent information, but
the older books are worth studying,
as well.

In my reading about the history of scholarships in the guild, it is apparent
that the focus for scholarships has been on encouraging budding ceramic
artists. The original Carol Levin Scholarship specifically noted that some
monies “were to go to teens eighteen and younger.” It was a search for
those, “who have the potential to do special work in clay and who show artistic creative talent.” Since the CAG has now taken on the role of providing
scholarships, it is my belief that seeking young new talent is the direction
the CAG Scholarship committee should take at this time. In doing this, we
capture the essence of the former scholarships, and it gives us an opportunity to support and bring new clay artists to our studio. It is a way of introducing ourselves to new artists and their families and friends, which in turn
can increase our class membership and the number of potential customers
for our sales.
I have begun to make contact with regional school district offices and directly with some of the high school ceramic teachers in the area and hopefully by next school year we will have worked out the details. Stay tuned!

The books are classics in the field.
They include the answers to questions such as: “What is Neriage?”
“What kind of patterns will a Japanese twisted cutting cord make on
shallow plates?” “How do I start a
teapot?” “Who are William Murray and Bernard Leach?” “What
are the characteristics of ceramic
chemicals?” “How do I visualize
and make a slab box?” “What techniques can be used to make pots by
hand?”
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Terry Cullen continued from page 5

The Big Book of
Ceramics

By Joaquiom Chavarria
Reviewed by Jill McLain

If you want a great
book on all things clay, this
book is for you. The books topics range from a brief
history of ceramic art to step-by-step instructions on
making various forms. Lots and lots of photos make
this a useful book for newer ceramic artists. It is also a
great idea book for more experienced potters. Of all the
books I have on ceramics, and I have many, this is the
one I refer to the most. If I get stuck on a technique, or
need ideas for glazing, this is the book I choose.
The book is broken down into four sections: History,
Materials & Equipment, Techniques & Methods and
Step-by-Step. Materials & Equipment is all about clays
and their preparations and characteristics. It also talks
about all the different equipment you might need for
throwing, firing and glazing. The Techniques & Materials section is the largest and contains methods on hand
building, firing, glazing, slip casting and wheel work.
It’s a lot of information but is written in a concise and
practical way. The section on Step-by-Step is great for
seeing hand placement on throwing forms, but is also
helpful if you want to create something more complex
like a teapot, for example.
This book is clearly written by someone who is not only
talented, but passionate about ceramic art. Joaquim
Chavarria is a Spanish potter who has written more than
ten books on ceramic technique. He is a teacher and
artist in his own right. He has a broad range of talent;
wheel work, mosaics and slip casting. No matter how
long you have been playing with clay, this book is a
great addition to your library. Sometimes it just takes
a photo of a glaze or form to get your creative juices
flowing. This book is inexpensive, but is almost 200
pages of valuable information. Check it out and let me
know how you like it!
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ing in Germany, Turkey, and finally San Antonio.
When she left the service, she stayed in Texas and
studied at the University of Texas. Briefly, she got
a degree in Pharmacy, then went to Law School,
and finally got a Masters Degree in Library Science before getting a real job (oops—a little parenting issue leaking in there!). She has worked for
many years as a Law Librarian at four universities
in four states, ending with the University of San
Francisco in 2007. She currently works on contract
as a legal editor for the Washington State Bar Association. She’s been a computer services law librarian, and taught legal research methods as well.
For awhile she taught at Seattle University where
she did a lot of website design. Clearly she has major credentials to be our CAG Webmaster.
While Terry feels like she’s still trying to get the
full “lay of the land,” around the studio, she already has several goals in mind. First of all, she
would like to keep the information posted on the
website “fresh.” She really appreciates that Roger’s twitter feed is present on the homepage—it’s a
great idea. She thinks that many other details about
CAG and the studio could be there: last-minute
class cancellations, for example. Perhaps new studio procedures, broken equipment, changes to the
Open Studio hours, things like that. She suggested
that no one should have to actually go down to the
studio to find out that Open Studio was cancelled.
We’ve all had the experience of new information
getting “degraded” as it passes from person to person. Terry thinks that having things on the website
will make communication easier and more accurate. She wants to talk to the CAG Board about a
“new member” section on the CAG website that
might not only bring new members up to speed
more quickly, but also serve as an advertisement
to people interested in taking classes or joining
CAG. She talks about using the website as a way
for people to sign up for CAG, volunteer for jobs,
and perhaps use PayPal as a vehicle for members
to pay their dues, sign up for workshops, and so on.
There is no doubt that Terry has the skillset and the
energy to be a great webmaster for CAG. She has
some great ideas, and lofty goals for her work on
the website. Thank you Terry, and a very belated
welcome to you!
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By Zoe Carpenter

There are two excellent “APPS” for your electronic devices available to help catalog work in the studio as it
goes through the process.

with images more robustly than Photo Notes. This
application does not yet have thumbnails available
when you open the app, but photos of your work are
in each of the individual notes you take for each of
your pieces. You can copy, save and send images
from NoteMaster as well. You can view images and
zoom in on them unlike Photo Notes. I like to make
notes about the kind of clay used, how I glazed it and
other information for future reference. Also great for
“how did I do that?” Very intuitive and easy to use!
If anyone wants a demo or more information, please
let me know, or refer to the information in your APP
store on your electronic devices..Happy cataloguing!

1. PhotoNote: PhoteNote is a simple and easy to use
application that lets you take notes and add photos for
your ceramic pieces. I like to make notes about the kind
of clay I used, how I glazed it and other information for
future reference. This application is great for “how did
I do that?” It’s a great application for cataloguing your
work with easy to see Thumbnail photos of your pots.
The application can export to PDF, sort and filter, and
allows you to add categories for your work such as “in
Bisque” or “in Glaze”. You can email your PhotoNote
by clicking on the email button. I like this application
because when you open it, you will see thumbnail pictures of your work – for me this is a big plus. Photos
can be viewed either small or slightly larger, but you
cannot zoom in on the photos. This application allows
me everything I need except if I want to add a new photo (like out of glaze rather than how it looked going into
bisque). For a new photo you will have to add a new
note (easy but an extra step). PhotoNote is a pink icon
with a small white camera and the word NOTE so that
you can easily recognize it in the app store. Very intuitive and easy to use!
2. NoteMaster: NoteMaster is slightly more robust
than PhotoNote but the thumbnail icons of your work
are not apparent when you open the app, rather viewed
in each catalogued piece when you open that note. I
like the thumbnails in PhotoNote, but I love how robust NoteMaster is. Categorizing is more detailed in
NoteMaster. oteMaster allows you to sync with Good
Drive, allows you to create headings, lists and works

Zoe has earned a free bag of clay for her efforts in sharing this tip with us. It’s easy! When you come upon a
good idea and try it yorself, share it with us by writing about it and submitting it to Ann Henderson for the
newsletter. If you get the idea from a book or someone
else, it is nice to give them credit, but you get the bag of
clay for submitting it to the newsletter. An accompanying photo is nice, but not necessary.
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Sale Hints
by Jackie Gerry

I have participated in a number of sales, and I wanted
to share some tips that have
helped me. First, I send out
postcards or emails to about
a hundred people I know at
my office, other business
colleagues, neighbors, gym
friends and personal friends.
Nearly always ten or fifteen
of my contacts come to the
sale, and many purchase pieces from me and other artists in
the studio. I always tell them
that just the fact they come
to support me is enough, but
many of them really come to
purchase something.
Another thing I do when I am
at the sale is that if someone
is looking at my table, I always go up to them and ask if
they have any questions about
the pieces, and I let them
know I am the artist. Most
of the time, they are friendly
and happy meeting the artist.
Several times, that stranger
purchased one of my pieces.
I think it was because I told
them about the piece, how it
was fired (Raku or pit fire,
etc.) what glaze is on it, that
it is oven or microwave-safe
etc. really helped make the
sale. Most people appreciate
the information and the interaction.

Hear Yee! Hear Yee

Notes from the Desk of the Studio Manager
The new glaze kilns are installed, and firings have
begun. Barring any further setbacks, by the time
you read this, the bisque firings should be caught
up. I am delighted to see students making a lot of
pieces, but keep in mind that not everything needs
to be fired. Thrown pieces can be recycled; you
don’t need to fire all you make. I definitely want
to encourage practicing various skills, but not everything thrown needs to
end in a permanent product. Practicing glazing on unrefined work is taxing
on the system. Be selective in what you keep. I would like to see student
work elevated. To do that, everyone needs to be critical yet positive about
what they are making. The teaching of our instructors is particularly high,
but there is room for improvement everywhere. Students and teachers alike
should be striving for excellence.
The quarter is ending and there are a few items that I what to bring up before we start again and before I forget.
1. All work in dry room and damp room must be removed by Friday 6/13.
2. All lockers must be cleaned out by 6/13
3. All greenware and glazeware will be held through the break and
fired. So, if it is on the carts by the last day, that is okay.
4. I will only keep bisque and glazeware, from this quarter for two
weeks into the Summer Quarter. After that it will go somewhere.
5. Sign up for classes — plenty of open spots left.
6. Do not linger after your class unless you are enrolled in open
studio and open studio follows your class. No, students cannot stay
for five or ten minutes past — the monitors are just trying to do
their job when they chase people out.
8. Everyone must clean their personal space and the common areas,
glaze area, wedging tables etc. Clay on the floor must be cleaned
up, preferably with a wet microfiber towel or at least a wet sponge.
You can sweep if the clay is not bone dry. Throw floor sweepings
in garbage. Why? Health and safety for you and me!
9. Please refrain from sanding bone dry greenware or bisqueware
in these places: out front, out back and the side yard, anywhere
in the open studio. The only sanding should be done in the spray
booth with the vent on. It is another health and safety issue. Even
sanding out on the grass is not okay. It’s on your clothes and you
are breathing in the clay dust, as well as bringing it back into the
studio, because now it’s on your clothes and in your hair. Just ask
me why, if you cannot figure out why.
10. What to do with slop from throwing? You can pour of most of the
water from throwing bucket into the sink. All slop clay and slip waContinued on page 11 …
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Notes from the Desk of the
Studio Manager
Continued from page 10.

ter goes in barrels with the
screen. All other clay goes
in smaller buckets leather, bone dry etc… If there
are larger pieces, please
break them down by cutting them into small pieces
before they are put into the
dry bucket. It is hard to recycle huge chunks. Smaller
is better. I have found huge
chunks in the big slop barrels. That means people are
lifting the screen up and
putting big chunks into the
barrel. These will never
break down in the water.
Recycled clay is now $5.00
a bag.

I will order more and different tools
to be sold. (flexible metal and large
ribs) I have in work orders for everything that is broken in the studio. I am constantly working on
new processes, new ways to run the
studio and I am still learning as I
go. I want to thank You all for your
understanding and patience.
I am very excited about the future
of our clay studio. There are many
suggestions and ideas for improvement. I will continue to do what has
been working for years, but I will
also continue to aim for our studio
to be a more nurturing and creative
place to work.
The Fall Schedule is already set, so
I cannot make any course changes
until winter when we may have
some new course offerings. Sign up
for summer! Everyone else is!

DATES TO REMEMBER:
FRI. 6/13
		
		
		
		

LAST CLASS MEETING — ALL WORK MUST BE
REMOVED FROM DAMPROOM, DRYING SHELVES,
AND LOCKERS CLEARED OUT BY 10 P.M. BISQUE
AND FIRED GLAZE CARTS WILL BE KEPT TWO
WEEKS INTO SUMMER QUARTER.
GREENWARE & GLAZED WARE LEFT TO BE FIRED
MAY BE PICKED UP AFTER JUNE 21

SAT. 6/14

STUDIO CLEAN-UP PARTY 10 AM – NOON

SUN – SUN. 6/14-6/28 — STUDIO CLOSED
SAT. 6/21 – REGULAR SUMMER CLASSES BEGIN
FRI. 7/4 – 7/5 STUDIO CLOSED, HOLIDAY
SAT. 8/16 — LAST CLASS OF SUMMER SESSION
SUN. 8/17 — STUDIO CLEAN-UP PARTY, 10 AM – NOON
MON.–SUN AUG.18-24 — NO OPEN STUDIO, INTENSIVE WORK
		
SHOPS
		
MON.-FRI. AUG. 18-22, 10:00AM-3:00PM — SHARP
			
ENING YOUR THROWING SKILLS AND EN			
HANCING YHOUR FORMS, ROGER YEE
		
MON.-FRI. AUG 18-22, 3:30-6:30 — HANDBUILDING
			
AND POTTER’S WHEEL, JAMES NEWTON
		
SAT.-SUN, AUG 23-24, 10:00AM-4:00PM — FUNC			
TIONAL TEAPOTS

CLAY TYPES AND PRICES
BLK. MOUNTAIN
B. MIX – PLAIN		
B. MIX W/ GROG
CINNAMON		
DEATH VALLEY RED
SANDSTONE BUFF
SCULPTURE MIX
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$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00

SILVERSTONE		
6-TILE PORCELAIN
SOLDATE ‘60’		
PAPER CLA Y		
PORCELAIN BABU
XX SAGGAR		

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$25.00
$25.00
$20.00

What’s Happening in the Clay World
CALL FOR ENTRIES
Fine Arts Festival, 21st Annual
sale sponsored by the San
Joaquin Potters Guild, November 21-22. 920 W. March
Lane, Stockton, CA. Deadline
for early registration (best
rate) Monday, July 7. Contact
claybike73@sbcglobal.net for
further information.

EXHIBITIONS

Lafayette Gallery: Second
Fridays, Reception June 13
5:30-7:30pm. Featured artists:
Carla Gelbaum, painter, David
VanderJagt, ceramicist/sculpture
and Karin Lechner, jewler. 3420
Mt Diablo Blvd., Lafayette, CA
94549.

COOL FREE APPS

Trax Gallery: Out Right, until
June 15, Group show. 1812 5th
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710

Daily Clay: Sponsored by Ceramics Arts Daily. Each day a
new piece of ceramic work is
displayed. You can get information about the pot, save it
to your favorites file to bring
up later, email to a friend, or
simply move on.

Trax Gallery: Brady.Brady,
Bowls and Balls. Works by Robert and Will Brady. Reception,
Saturday June 1, 5-7:00pm.

Let’s create! Pottery: you
can design, create, fire, glaze
and sell virtual pots. The paid
version does even more.

SMAart Gallery & Studio:
Solo exhibit of Ohio artist Tom
Bartel. June 5-27, 1045 Sutter
St, San Francisco, CA 94109

CLAYARTSGUILD
Civic Arts Education of
Walnut Creek

PO Box 8039
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to our website: www.clayartsguild.com
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